I have been thinking a lot about stupidity lately, largely, I suppose, because I spend a good deal of time online. I define stupidity as "remediable but unremedied ignorance," and few human traits are more evident to a reader of your average website. It is relatively easy to discover that Barack Obama is not a Muslim; that the government of Israel was not responsible for the 9/11 attacks; that the Christian God does not hate fags; that your average everyday evangelical Christian is not simply itching for his chance to take over the government and impose theocratic law upon a nation of vile unbelieving reprobates. Yet people who could remedy their ignorance on these and many other matters consistently fail to do so. This is curious and significant.

Now, many people who hold wrong—even bizarrely wrong—views are not stupid. We do not all possess the means to remedy our ignorance. Throughout the world there are people who are badly educated, who have been taught many untrue things by the only authorities they know, and who have little or no opportunity to check up on those supposed facts. But a great many are culpably ignorant, who, because they do not take the trouble to investigate their beliefs and assess their accuracy, are also (according to my definition) stupid.

Now, many good and kind people are uncomfortable with words like stupid and stupidity—hurtful and insulting words, I am told. Good and kind people cry out against Harry Allard Jr.'s books about Stanley Q. Stupid and his family: The Stupids Step Out, for instance, or The Stupids Have a Ball, or (best of...
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